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In [1] the author applied a comparison theorem of Swanson [2] to derive
criteria for the positivity of the Green’s function associated with second order
elliptic operators. For the special case of self-adoint operators, similar
ctea were established for the positivity of the obin’s functions associated
th med boundary conditions. The latter results were based on a com-
parison theorem of the author [S].
The purpose of this paper is to extend he comparison theorem of IS] o

cover a class of non self-adoint equations and to use this comparison theorem
to improve substanti.lly on Theorem 2 of [1]. It will also be sho that a
variational principle and the stron maximum principle for elliptic equations
can be deved from this compason theorem.
Let be an elliptic operator with real coecients defined by

O( Ou) Ou

in bounded domain D R". Our comparison theorem will del with func-
tions u (x) nd v (x) wch re, respectively, solutions of the boundary wlue
problems

(2) Lu 0 in D, Ou/O + au 0 on OD,

nd

(3) Lv + pv 0 in D, Ov/O + rv 0 on OD.

In (2) we llow < a (x) + , where a (x0) + is used to denote
the bodry condition U(Xo) O. Similar notation will be dhered to for
(3). It is ssumed that the boundary problems (2) nd (3) are sufficiently
regular so that certain resolvents for L nd L pI cn be represented s
integral operators. Specifically, in the cse of (2), we ssume the existence of

constant K such that for y K the boundary wlue problem

(4) Lu u f in D, Ou/Ou u 0 on OD,

cn be solved in the form

u(z) f ,(z, ; )]() d.

Here G (x, ; ) is the Robin’s function for (4), hving the following chmc-
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